World health
looks to
the life sciences...

Here is one of our contributions:
Is this the golden age of the life sciences? Recent and continuing research into the molecular anatomy of cells is piercing the mists that have shrouded the chemical basis and control of all living things for centuries. But scientists must have the tools, hence the MSE Super Speed 75 preparative ultracentrifuge. It meets every possible centrifugation requirement of the research scientist—whether it be for the highest g value (511,000 x g at 75,000 rpm with the 8 x 14 ml rotor) the best possible combination of capacity and speed (e.g. 75,000 x g at 21,000 rpm with the 6 x 250 ml rotor) or for the zonal technique for which the Super Speed 75 will accept all “B” type zonal rotors. Fully automatic, the Super Speed 75 incorporates all those features that scientists themselves, most exacting of people, have asked for.

... think what you could achieve with 500,000 x g.
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